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Happy End of June Admin!!! 

Happy Thursday! How has summer started out for everyone? 

Just wanted to send an update regarding Wit & Wisdom Teacher Editions. As mentioned at one of
your last Elementary Principal meetings, you will be getting the updated TEs in the next week or so,
and teachers can either keep or recycle their old ones. Barcodes will be the same for the new
additions, so there will be no need for adjustments there. If teachers have moved grade levels, we'll
take care of this further in the fall, since these TE are being sent to teacher placements for 2022-23
SY. Also, most importantly we do not want the old TEs back... so please ask teachers to keep them,
pass them along to your SPED and/or TITLE teams, and/or recycled the old ones (however do not
let them recycle the new ones).

I know many teachers have probably written in their current TEs, or at least annotated with sticky
notes so I completely understand if they want to keep the old versions, it just means they will have
a double set in their classroom for now. 

In addition, please keep your own current ADMIN sets as the new "ADMIN sets" are allocated for
instructional coaches in each building. If you do not have the space within your office to house all
your own allocated TEs, I know some principals have stored them in the library, so a teacher could
check out a single module TE if needed. 

Thank you so much for your understanding! We appreciate you. I hope you all have a really lovely
month of July off! You deserve to relax and refill your cup! 

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to reach out to either Katie or Erin. 

Adrienne Pierce
she/her/hers
Elementary Curriculum Administrator
Bailey Hill.  458-895-0120
Eugene 4J
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